Itana 2018-2019 Year In Review
700+ Subscribers • 85 Events • 11 Years of Collaboration

By the Numbers

- 739 Subscribers
- 61 International Subscribers from 15 Countries
- 15 unique .com enterprises
- 265 unique .edu institutions
- 15 unique .com enterprises
- 265 unique .edu institutions

Newly formed New2EA Working Group talking about building a new architecture practice and building your skills as an architect.

13 Events

Itana Steering Committee planning calls and Face2Face meetings, managing relationships with communities and organizations, managing our content and communications.

17 Events

EDUCAUSE Sessions:
- Itana Face2Face
- Itana Community Group
- Future of Higher Education
- Adapting IT to Survive in Organized Anarchy

4 Events

Business Architecture Working Group sharing business analysis practices, artifacts and case studies.

17 Events

Book Club read & discussed “How to Measure Anything” by Douglas W. Hubbard.

2 Events

Itana Bi-Weekly Calls sharing case studies, best practices, ideas and discussing topics of interest to the broader community.

17 Events

API Working Group Covering the latest API architectures, best practices, and case studies around APIs and Event Driven Architectures in higher ed.

11 Events

EA Maturity Model Working Group Building and applying a maturity model that fits the diverse practices of EA in higher education.

4 Events

“It’s good to be reminded of the Leadership Competencies for an architect and to think about growing and focusing on those skills.”

“I found learning how to make meetings more effective and guiding the outcomes, whether you are in front or participating, really helpful in my practice.”

“We now have Working Groups in Itana that are doing as much as Itana was a few years ago. It’s amazing to see the growth.”

“Having a chance to work with my peers for a day and learn how they grew their practice gave me great ideas to take home.”

“Great way to see the range of business architecture practices in higher ed and find out about resources developed by others”

“I learn so much from all of the members”

“The book changed my thinking from ‘what to measure?’ to being more focused on where there is risk and how can you measure to control that risk.”

“I love having the time to do unstructured thinking and work with peers.”

“The wide variety of call topics highlights the maturity of this community and how far architecture has come in higher ed.”

“I’m amazed at the breadth of API work in higher education. Many of our peers are doing really advanced work.”

“The EAMM was really helpful as we built our EA service and our roadmap for growing our practice.”

Contact the Itana Steering Committee
http://itana.org